
(SOLVED) Open video when clicking on image
Posted by rexous - 2010/12/16 17:13
_____________________________________

Hi,

I have been battling with this issue for 5 hours and still can find out how I can do this.

The problem is that linking text to open sexylightbox is easy but I want an image to be the main link source. What code
can I use guys?

I have my image in a custom html module. The video is on my server.

Any help will be highly appreciated.


This is as far as I got:

{arisexylightbox activeType="icontent" width="440" height="266" link="bla bla bla" title=""}  
    
        
    
    Â        {/arisexylightbox}

============================================================================

Re:Open video when clicking on image
Posted by admin - 2010/12/17 08:38
_____________________________________

Hello,

Download and upgrade the module and the plugins to the latest version and use the following code:


{arisexylightbox activeType="rcontent" width="432" height="256" url="images/stories/media/video.mp4"
title="Video"}{/arisexylightbox}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Open video when clicking on image
Posted by rexous - 2010/12/17 09:19
_____________________________________

Thank you ! Works like a charm   :woohoo: 

I was in the dark abyss with the code I was working on hehe. This makes a lot more sense.

============================================================================

Re:(SOLVED) Open video when clicking on image
Posted by pixelaidmix - 2011/01/13 02:16
_____________________________________

Please, I need some assistance.
I tried this method as described but my image does not show up. 

I'm using the article code as follows:

{arisexylightbox activeType="article" width="850" height="600" id="24" link="Medical Notes"
title="Article"}{/arisexylightbox}
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I'm trying to use an image to be clicked for the lightbox in my article and not text.
The images does not show up for me in the front end at all, only text.
I know I have my image name and path correct...

Help would be greatly appreciated!!

Thanks!!

============================================================================

Re:(SOLVED) Open video when clicking on image
Posted by admin - 2011/01/13 08:08
_____________________________________

Hello,

If you copy-paste code into a WYSIWYG editor, switch editor to plain text mode and enter code again. WYSIWYG editors
can add extra HTML code or transform original code when copy-paste method is used in design mode. If it doesn't help,
provide link to page where we can see this issue please. If it is private, it can be provided by email.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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